Agriculture
- Department of Agriculture/National Institute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA)/Agriculture and Food Research Initiative (FY21 President’s Budget Request - PBR $600M; UT request $460M)
- NIFA/Hatch Act (FY21 PBR $243; UT request $280)
- NIFA/Smith-Lever (FY21 PBR $299; UT request $341)
- NIFA/McIntire-Stennis (FY21 PBR $29; UT request $39)
- NIFA/Non-Land Grant Colleges of Agriculture Competitive Capacity Building Grants (FY21 PBR $0; UT request $10)
- NIFA/AFRI/Sun Grant (FY21 PBR $0; UT request $5)
- International Agriculture Programs in Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS) and NIFA (FY21 PBR $0; UT request $20)

Commerce-Justice-Science
- National Science Foundation (FY21 PBR $7,700; UT request $9,000)
- National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)/Science Mission Directorate (FY21 PBR $6,306; UT request $7,250)
- NASA/Space Technology (FY21 PBR $1,578; UT request $973)
- NASA/Aeronautics Research Directorate (FY21 PBR $667; UT request $1,578)
- NASA/Space Grant Program (FY21 PBR $0; UT request $52)
- National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/Oceanic and Atmospheric Research (FY21 PBR $327; UT request $592)
- Department of Commerce (Commerce) National Institute of Standards and Technology(NIST)/Hollings Manufacturing Extension Partnership (FY21 PBR $5; UT request $154)
- Commerce/NIST/Manufacturing USA (formerly National Network for Manufacturing Innovation) (FY21 PBR $25; UT request is $25)
- Commerce/Economic Development Administration (EDA)/(FY21 PBR $232; UT request is $292.5)
- Commerce/EDA/Regional Innovation Program [RIP] (FY21 PBR $0; UT request $50)
- Justice/Office of Justice Programs/Byrne Justice Assistance Grant (JAG) program (FY21 PBR $411.7; UT request $450)

Defense
- DOD/ Science & Technology (6.1-6.3) (FY21 PBR $13,911; UT request $17,038)
- DOD/S&T, Basic Research 6.1 (FY21 PBR $2,319; UT request $2,759)
- DOD/DARPA (FY21 PBR $3,566; UT request $3,666)
- DOD/Defense-Wide/Defense Logistics Agency/Procurement Technical Assistance Center (FY21 PBR $44.5; UT request is $104)

Energy & Water
- Department of Energy (DOE)/Office of Science (FY21 PBR $5,800; UT request $7,400)
- DOE/Advanced Research Projects Agency – Energy (ARPA-E) (FY21 PBR $22.2; UT request $450)
- DOE/Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE)/Advanced Manufacturing (FY21 PBR $94.6; UT request $395, of which $20 million is for the Manufacturing Demonstration Facility)
- DOE/EERE/Water Power Program (FY21 PBR $64; UT request $200)
- DOE/EERE/Bioenergy Technologies (FY21 PBR $44.5; UT request $260)
- DOE/EERE/Vehicle Technologies (FY21 PBR $74.4; UT request $396)
- DOE/Electricity Delivery/Energy Storage Systems (FY21 PBR $83.5; UT request $83.5)
- DOE/Nuclear Energy/Fuel Cycle Research & Development/Advanced Fuels/Accident Tolerant Fuels (FY21 PBR $36; UT request $95.6)

Financial Services
- National Archives and Records Administration/National Historical Publications and Records Commission Grants Program supporting The Papers of Andrew Jackson project (FY21 PBR $0; UT request $6.5 million)

Interior-Environment
- National Endowment for the Humanities (FY21 PBR $33.4; UT request $170)
- United States Geological Survey (USGS), Water Resources Research Institutes (WRRI) (FY21 PBR $0; UT request $11)

Labor, Health and Human Services, Education
- Health and Human Services (HHS)/National Institute of Health (FY21 PBR $37,905; UT request $44,700)
- HHS/Health Resources Services Administration, Title VII and Title VIII (FY21 PBR $250; UT request $790)
- HHS/Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) (FY21 PBR $0; UT request $471)
- Department of Education (ED)/Pell Grant (FY21 PBR $6,345; UT request sums necessary for maximum individual award $7,000)
- Continuation of Year-Round Pell Grant Program
- ED Student Aid/Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG) (FY21 PBR $0; UT request $1,052)
- ED Student Aid/Federal Work Study (FY21 PBR $500; UT request $1,467)
- ED Student Aid/GEAR Up Programs (FY21 PBR $0; UT request $395)
- ED Student Aid/Graduate Assistance in Areas of National Need (GAANN) (FY21 PBR $0; UT request $35)
- ED Student Aid/Trio Programs (FY21 PBR $950; UT request $1,150)

State, Foreign Operations, and Related Programs
- United States Agency for International Development (USAID)/ Feed the Future Innovation Labs (FY21 PBR N/A; UT request $60)

Transportation, Housing and Urban Development
- Department of Transportation (DOT)/Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)/Research, Technology, and Education program (FY21 PBR $2,089.5; UT request $2,089.5)
- DOT/Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)/Research, Technology, and Education Program, University Transportation Centers (FY21 PBR $77.5; UT request $77.5)
- DOT/Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)/Research, Engineering & Development (RE&D) Environmental and Energy (FY21 PBR $17.9; UT request $18.3)
- DOT/FAA/(RE&D) NextGen-Environmental Research-Aircraft Technologies, and Fuels (FY21 PBR$27.09; UT request $32)